This paper presents a novel stereo-phase-based absolute three-dimensional (3D) shape measurement that requires neither phase unwrapping nor projector calibration. This proposed method can be divided into two steps: (1) obtain a coarse disparity map from the quality map; and (2) refine the disparity map using wrapped phase. Fringe patterns are modified to encode the quality map for efficient and accurate stereo matching. Experiments demonstrated that the proposed method could achieve high-quality 3D measurement even with extremely low-quality fringe patterns.
Introduction
Triangulation-based three-dimensional (3D) shape measurement can be classified into two categories: the passive method (e.g. stereo vision) and the active method (e.g., structured light). In a passive stereo system, two images captured from different perspectives are used to detect corresponding points in a scene to obtain 3D geometry [1, 2] . Detecting corresponding points between two stereo images is a well-studied problem in stereo vision. Since a corresponding point pair must lie on an epipolar line, the captured images are often rectified so that the epipolar lines run across each row [3] . This allows a method of finding corresponding points using a "sliding window" approach, which defines the similarity of a match using cost, correlation, or probability. The difference between the horizontal position of the point in the left image and that in the right image is called the disparity. This disparity can be directly converted into 3D geometry. Standard cost-based matching approaches rely on the texture difference between a source point in one image with a target point in the other [4] . The cost represents the difference in intensity between the two windows on the epipolar line and is used to weigh various matches.
In a winner-takes-all approach, the disparity will be determined from the point in the right image that has the least cost with that of the source point in the left.
In addition to local methods, a number of global and semi-global methods have been suggested [5] [6] [7] [8] . One method that worked especially well was the probabilistic model named Efficient LArge-scale Stereo (ELAS) [9] . In this method, a number of support points from both images are chosen based on their response to a 3 × 3 Sobel filter. Groups of points are compared between images, and a Bayesian model determines their likelihood of matching. Since the ELAS method is piecewise continuous, it works particularly well for objects with little texture variation.
Passive stereo methods, despite recent advances, still suffer from the fundamental limitation of the method: finding corresponding pairs between two natural images. This requirement hinders the ability of this method to accurately and densely reconstruct many real-world objects such as uniform white surfaces. An alternative to a dual-camera stereo method is to replace one camera with a projector and actively project a desired texture on the object surface for stereo matching [10] . This method is typically referred to as structured light. The structured systems uses computer generated patterns that carries codewords through certain codification strategies. The coded patterns can be the pseudo-random dots (or speckle patterns, such as the Microsoft Kinect [11] uses), the binary structured patterns. If the codewords are unique, the correspondence between the projector and the camera is uniquely determined, and 3D information can be calculated through triangulation once the system is calibrated. One of the major benefits of using the pseudo-random codification approach is that it is easy to understand and easy to implement for 3D shape measurement. The major disadvantage to this technique, however, is that it is difficult for such techniques to achieve high-spatial resolution as it is limited by the projector's resolution in both the u and v directions.
The structured light systems often use binary patterns for 3D shape measurement with some achieving real-time capability [12, 13] . Because these techniques only uses 0s and 1s for codification, they have the following advantages: (1) the coding and decoding algorithms are very simple; (2) processing can be performed quickly since the algorithm is simple; and (3) it is very robust to the noise since only two levels are used. Comparing with the codification with the pseudo-random dots, it could achieve higher spatial resolution. This is because such a technique uses vertical or horizontal stripes for codification, its spatial resolution is only limited by the projector's resolution in either u or v direction, but not both. However, the stripe width must be larger than one projector's pixel, and to achieve projector pixel spatial resolution, a lot binary patterns (typically a lot more than three patterns are required).Therefore, it is very difficult for these methods to reach pixel level spatial resolution at very high speeds.
The binary coded patterns are continuous in one direction (along the stripe) but discrete in the other, limiting its achievable spatial resolution. Higher spatial resolution could be achieved by using continuous patterns in both directions, and the patterns are typically sinusoidal in nature. The method of using sinusoidal structured patterns for codification is also called digital fringe projection or DFP. Sinusoidal patterns are often analyzed using phase-shifting algorithms. In optical metrology, the phase-shifting-based structured-light method is extensively used due to its accuracy and speed [14] . For a DFP system, instead of finding corresponding point using intensity of the structured patterns, it uses phase as a constraint to solve for (x, y, z) coordinates pixel by pixel if the system is calibrated [15] . Because of their overwhelmingly advantageous features over the other types of structured light techniques, the DFP techniques have been extensively adopted in numerous disciplines [16, 17] . The major advantages are: (1) High spatial resolution. The phase-shifting technique permits pixel-by-pixel 3D shape measurement, making it possible to achieve camera pixel-level spatial resolution; (2) Resistance to ambient light influences. Instead of directly utilizing intensity, the phase-shifting method analyzes phase informa-tion of the structured pattern. The ambient light influence is automatically canceled out, albeit the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) might be sacrificed if the ambient light is too strong comparing with the projection light; (3) Lower sensitivity to surface reflectivity variations. Typically, the phase-shifting method computes the phase using the arctangent function point-by-point, and the influence of surface reflectivity information is also canceled out because it is constant for each pixel; (4) High-speed 3D shape measurement. Since the whole measurement area can be captured and processed once, this technique, as well as other structured light techniques, can achieve high measurement speed; and (5) Can achieve high measurement accuracy. Unlike other structured light techniques, the phase-shifting based method allows precise sub-pixel correspondence between the projector and the camera without any interpolation. Therefore, theoretically, it could achieve highly accurate 3D shape measurement if calibration is properly performed.
In the meantime, comparing with other structured light methods, the DFP method suffers from several problems. Firstly, the phase obtained from the phase-shifting algorithm usually ranges from 0 to 2π with 2π discontinuities. To recover 3D shape, the continuous phase must be obtained, usually requiring spatial or temporal phase unwrapping. The spatial phase unwrapping, by looking at neighboring pixel phase information, detects the 2π jumps and removes them by adding or subtracting multiples of 2π [18] . Even though numerous spatial phase unwrapping algorithms have been developed, a spatial phase unwrapping algorithm only works for "smooth" surfaces without abrupt changes (inducing more than π between two neighboring pixels) from one point to the other. Therefore, the spatial phase unwrapping cannot be used for large step-height or isolated object measurement. Furthermore, the phase obtained by spatial phase unwrapping only provides relative phase that only gives the relative shape of the object to a reference point; and to recover the absolute geometry, absolute phase is required. The absolute phase can be obtained by temporal phase unwrapping. Instead of comparing the phase values of neighboring pixels, a temporal phase unwrapping algorithm uses clues from other phase values in the same camera pixel. Over the past many years, many temporal phase unwrapping methods have been developed including two- [19] or multi-frequency [20] phaseshifting, the gray-coding plus phase-shifting [21], composite of random or stair image with phase-shifting [22, 23] methods. However, all these temporal phase unwrapping requires more images to be captured, slowing down the measurement speeds. For high-speed applications, such a method is usually not desirable.
Secondly, the projector has to be accurately calibrated [24] . Even though numerous digital video projector calibration methods [25-27] have been developed, accurate projector calibration remains difficult. This is mainly because, unlike a camera, a projector cannot directly capture images like a camera. We pioneered the method of converting the structured light system calibration to the standard stereo system calibration by enabling the projector to "capture" images like a camera [28] . Despite some recent advancements [29-31] on structured light calibration, we still found great difficulty accurately calibrating structured light systems, especially for high-speed 3D shape measurement systems. Furthermore, all these developed good calibration methods have the following requirements: (1) the projector can be manipulated pixel by pixel; (2) the projector is at least nearly focused when perform any measurement; and (3) the absolute correspondence between camera pixel and the projector pixel (or at least line). However, for a physical grating or slide projector, the first requirement cannot be satisfied; for a system with an out-of-focus projector, the second requirement cannot be satisfied; and for a high-speed 3D shape measurement system, as aforementioned, satisfying requirement 3 usually slows down the measurement. Therefore, calibrating generic structured light system remains challenging.
Lastly, since the traditional DFP-based method recovers 3D geometry directly from the phase, the phase quality is essential to measurement accuracy: any noise or distortion on the phase will be reflected on the final 3D measurement. Unlike the structured light system using a binary coding method, the DFP system requires calibrating the nonlinearity of the projection and compensating for the errors associated with it. Even though nonlinearity correction is relatively mature with many methods developed [32-37], our research found that the nonlinearity of the projector actually changes over time, complicating the problem since a regular nonlinearity calibration is usually necessary [15] .
For standard camera-projector based structured light systems, color-coded structured patterns can be used to speed up the measurement [38-45]. However, the object surface color could influence, to a various degree, the measurement quality. This is because the color of the object could change the coded information carried on by the patterns. For example, if the object surface is blue, the information carried on by blue or red colors could be completely (at least partially) lost. Furthermore, the color coupling problem [38] further complicates the measurement system development. Therefore, the black-and-white coded patterns are typically preferrable for high accuracy measurement, and to achieve high speed, these patterns are usually switched quickly [46] .
To mitigate some of problems associated with passive stereo or actively structured light methods, the natural approach is to combine these two methods together: using two cameras and one projector. Over the years, different methods have been developed. In general, they use random dots [11, 47] , bandlimited random patterns [49] , binary-coded patterns [48, 50] , color structured patterns [51, 52] , or phase-shifted sinusoidal fringe patterns [53] [54] [55] . The overviews can be found in the literature [56] [57] [58] . Typically, the random-pattern-based methods could achieve high speed but the achievable spatial resolution is relatively low. The binary-coding method is relatively robust to noise, yet spatial resolution is usually limited by the both the projector and the camera, albeit is higher than that achieved by those random-dots based methods. The use of color could speed the measurement, yet induces the problems associated with color (e.g., color coupling, susceptibility to object surface color) [38] . The phase-shifting based DFP system can achieve high spatial resolution (only limited by the camera); and could also achieve high speeds since only three patterns are required for dense 3D shape measurement. Therefore, for both high spatial resolution and high speed 3D shape measurements, the DFP technique is usually adopted.
The phase-based method becomes more powerful if neither spatial nor temporal phase unwrapping is necessary. Taking advantage of the geometric constraints of the trio sensors (two cameras and one projector), References [59] [60] [61] presented 3D shape measurement techniques without phase unwrapping. However, similar to prior phase-based methods, these methods require projector calibration, which is usually not easy and even more difficult for nonlinear projection sources. Furthermore, the geometric constraint usually requires globally backward and forward checking for matching point location, limiting its speed and capability of measuring sharp changing surface geometries.
We propose a method to alleviate the problems associated with the aforementioned techniques. This proposed method combines the advantages of the stereo approach and the phasebased approach: using a stereo matching algorithm to obtain the coarse disparity map to avoid the global searching problem associated with the method in [59] ; and using the local wrapped phase information to further refine the coarse disparity for higher measurement accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed method does not require any geometric constraint imposed by the projector, and thus no projector calibration is required, further simplifying the system development.
Section 2 explains the principle of the proposed method. Section 3 shows the experimental results. Section 4 discusses the advantages and shortcomings of the proposed method, and Sec. 5 summarizes this paper.
Principle

Three-step phase-shifting algorithm
For high-speed applications, a three phase-shifting algorithm is desirable. For a three-step phase-shifting algorithm with equal phase shifts, three fringe patterns can be described as
where I (x, y) represents the average intensity, I (x, y) the intensity modulation, and φ (x, y) the phase to be solved for. Solving these three equations leads to
γ(x, y) =
Here γ(x, y) is the data modulation that represents the quality of each data point with 1 being the best, and its map is referred to as the quality map.
Combination of statistical random pattern with phase-shifting fringe pattern
The key to the success of the proposed method is using the stereo algorithm to provide a coarse disparity map. However, none of these parameters, I , I , or φ will provide information about match correspondence for a case like a uniform flat board. To solve this problem without increasing the number of fringe patterns used, we could encode one or more of these variables to make them locally unique. Since the phase φ is most closely related to the 3D measurement quality and we often want to capture an unmodified texture, we propose to change I . The encoded pattern was generated using band-limited 1/ f noise where 1 20 pixels < f < 1 5 pixels and with intensity I p (x, y) such that 0.5 < I p (x, y) < 1. Here I p (x, y) is randomly generated. In Eqs.
(1)-(3), I (x, y) was changed to I p (x, y)I (x, y). The modified fringe images are described as Figure 1 illustrates the encoded pattern I p (x, y) and one of the modified fringe patterns. Since the encoded pattern is still centered around the same average intensity value, the captured texture image or phase should not be affected in theory, albeit the phase signal to noise ratio may be lower, and the nonlinearity of the projection system may affect texture image quality. Furthermore, any naturally occurring quality map changes caused by object texture or proximity to the projector will be visible from both of the cameras, canceling the effect.
The 2D varying pattern can improve the cost distinction between a correct match and the other possible disparities. While random pattern stereo matching algorithms have been proposed [62, 63] , they have been used for the final disparity calculation rather than as an intermediary to matching phase. In this paper, the random pattern is used to match corresponding phase points between two images, without the need for global phase unwrapping. Once the corresponding points have been determined, refinement of the disparity map can proceed using only the wrapped phase locally. 
Disparity map determination
ELAS [9] is used to obtain an initial coarse disparity map. Since the pattern encoded in γ(x, y) provides great distinctness for many of the pixels, it produces a much more accurate map than just the texture I (x, y). The encoded random pattern can be converted to an 8-bit grayscale image by scaling the intensity values for quality between 0 and 1 for input into ELAS.
The coarse disparity map provides a rough correspondence between images. However, it must still be refined to obtain a sub-pixel disparity. While the refinement could be performed on the random pattern itself, refinement using phase has several advantages: the phase is less sensitive to noise and monotonically increases across the image even in the presence of some level of higher-order harmonics.
Unlike the spatial or temporal unwrapping methods that require absolute phase, the proposed method only requires a local unwrapping window along a 3-to 5-pixel line. In a correct match, both the source and the target will lie within π radians, and this constraint can be used to properly align the phases.
The refinement step is defined as finding the sub-pixel shift τ such that the center of the target phase matches the center of the source phase:
The relationship between the x-coordinate and the phase should locally have the same underlying curve for both the target and the source except for the displacement τ, so x(φ ) can be fitted using a polynomial a n φ n , where both the target and the source share the same parameters a n for n > 0.
We used third-order polynomial fittings to refine the disparity. The sub-pixel shift will be the displacement when φ source = 0, yielding τ = a t 0 − a s 0 and a final disparity of d = d coarse − τ, where d coarse is the coarse disparity for that pixel.
Experiments
We developed a hardware system to verify the proposed technique, as shown in Fig. 2 . This system includes an LED digital-light-processing (DLP) projector (model: Dell M109S) and two CMOS cameras (model: Point Grey Research Flea3 FL3-U3-13Y3M-C) with 12 mm lenses (model: Computar 08K). The projector resolution is 800 × 600. The cameras use USB 3.0 connection and are set as capturing images with a resolution of 800 × 600. The two cameras were calibrated using the asymmetric circle grid and the open-source software package OpenCV. Throughout the whole experiments, the projector remained uncalibrated (neither nonlinear gamma nor optical system parameters). It is important to note that the baseline distance between these two cameras d is very small (approximately 49.5 mm). Figures 3 and 4 show the experimental results of measuring a smooth spherical surface (ra-dius of approximately 51 mm) shown in Fig. 4(a) , that usually fails the traditional stereo system since there is no substantial texture variation from one point to the other. Figure 3(a) shows one of the three phase-shifted fringe patterns captured from the left camera. From three fringe patterns, the wrapped phase map, shown in Fig. 3(b) , and the quality map, shown in Fig. 3(c) , can be obtained. Similar images were also obtained for the right camera shown in the second row of Fig. 3 . From the quality maps, one may notice that, besides the encoded random information, there are some vertical structured patterns which are usually not present in a normal DFP system. This is caused by the projector's nonlinear effect as the projector is not calibrated. Figure 4(b) shows the coarse disparity map that was obtained from two camera's quality maps employing the ELAS algorithm; and Figure 4(c) shows the refined disparity map using the wrapped phase. From the disparity maps, 3D shapes were reconstructed using the calibrated stereo camera system. Figure 4 (d) and 4(e) respectively shows the result from the coarse disparity map, and the refined disparity map. These results demonstrate that the 3D reconstruction from coarse disparity map is very rough (i.e., not detailed) even with the encoded quality map. The 3D refined results using wrapped phase gives mored detailed and accurate measurement. It should be noted that since the fringe patterns are encoded and the projector is not calibrated, the phase quality is very poor. Figure 4 (f) shows the unwrapped phase map after removing its gross slope, and the phase was unwrapped by using a multiple-frequency temporal phase unwrapping algorithm [64] . To further demonstrate the differences among these different approaches for smooth spherical surface measurement, we performed further analysis. Since the projector was not directly calibrated throughout the whole experiments, the 3D result from the conventional reference-planebased method cannot achieve the same measurement accuracy as the stereo-based method. Our extensive experimental evaluation found that the reference-plane-based method provides better result than the projector-calibration method such as the one we developed [28] . This is probably because the baseline of the camera and the projector [ Fig. 2 ] is very small (approximately 25 mm), making the projector calibration inaccurate and thus reducing 3D shape measurement accuracy. Therefore, even though the reference-plane-based method cannot provide great measurement accuracy, we still chose this method as a comparison.
To compare them fairly, the sphere was normalized to reflect the relative error rather than absolute error for all these results, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Figure 5(a) shows the normalized cross-section of the 3D result shown in Fig. 4(d) ; Figure 5(b) shows the same normalized crosssection of the 3D result shown in Fig. 4(e) ; and Figure 5 (c) shows the normalized cross-section of the 3D result shown in Fig. 4(f) .
Since the spherical surface we measured is smooth, we then fit these curves with smooth curve to determine the error between the normalized 3D results and the smoothed ones. . These data clearly demonstrate that even from the poor quality of the phase, the high-quality 3D shape can still be properly reconstructed with the proposed method. This is the because, unlike a single camera DFP system where 3D information is directly extracted from phase, the proposed stereo system only uses the phase as a reference constraint to establish correspondence. To evaluate their accuracy, the measured results were compared against the ideal sphere. Figure 6 shows the comparing results for the refined 3D shape [ Fig. 6(a) ] and the 3D shape from the standard reference-plane-based calibration method [ Fig. 6(b) ]. It clearly shows that the proposed method [ Fig. 6(c) ] is substantially more accurate than the standard reference plane To verify that the proposed method can measure more complex and absolute shape of the object, Figure 7 shows the results of simultaneously measuring two separate statues of size 62mm × 42 mm × 40 mm. Again, the phase quality is of very poor quality as shown in Fig. 7(b) , but high-quality 3D shape can be obtained using the proposed method shown in Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7(f) , which is substantially better than the result [ Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(e) ] obtained from the ELAS stereo matching algorithm. These experimental results further confirmed that the proposed method could be applied to arbitrary 3D shape measurement, even for two separate objects, providing a novel method of measurement 3D absolute shape without the requirements of high-quality phase, projector calibration, or spatial phase unwrapping.
Discussions
By embedding the statistical pattern into the phase-shifted fringe patterns for 3D shape recovery, the proposed active-stereo technique has the following major merits:
• High spatial resolution. The proposed method inherits one of the merits of the phaseshifting-based methods: achieving camera-pixel spatial resolution.
• Absolute phase without spatial or temporal phase unwrapping. Unlike the conventional absolute 3D shape measurement techniques, the proposed method requires no spatial or temporal phase unwrapping. Therefore, the proposed method does not have the limitation of the spatial phase unwrapping method: "smooth" surface requirement; it also does not have the limitation associated with the temporal phase unwrapping: more patterns requirement that slows down the measurement speeds.
• High speed. The proposed method combines the merits of the pseudo-random pattern based method with the phase-shifting-based method to recover absolute phase. The proposed method could achieve highest possible speed for a 3D shape measurement with a phase-shifting method since it requires the minimum number of phase-shifted fringe patterns (three) for pixel by pixel phase retrieval. • No nonlinear gamma correction requirement. Unlike the conventional phase-based method where the nonlinear gamma correction is usually required, the proposed method does not have to correct the nonlinear gamma of the projector.
• No projector calibration requirement. The proposed method completely eliminates the requirement of projector calibration, which is usually not easy and difficult to achieve high accuracy for high-speed 3D shape measurement cases. Since no projector calibration is required, the projection system could be simplified (e.g., using an inexpensive projection engine, or even a simple slide projector).
• No high-quality phase requirement. This paper demonstrates that high-quality 3D shape measurement can be realized even with very poor quality phase data, alleviating the stringent requirements of the conventional high-quality 3D shape measurement with phasebased methods. This could further simplify the 3D shape measurement system development since the projection noise or the camera noise will not substantially influence the measurement quality.
Yet, the proposed method also has some sacrifices. The major drawbacks associated with the proposed method are:
• Low SNR. It reduces the fringe quality (SNR) by encoding the statistical pattern to the quality map, making it difficult to directly use phase maps to recover 3D shape without stereo cameras.
• More computational cost. Comparing with the standard stereo-based method, or phasebased method, the computation time is quite significant due to the pixel-by-pixel disparity refinements besides the stereo matching time cost.
• Large shade/occlusion areas. The proposed techniques uses the hardware systems includes two cameras and one projector. Theoretically, the system can be constructed into dual camera-projector, structured-light 3D shape system that could enlarge the measurement range in a similar manner to the one we have developed before [65] . The proposed method, however, only performs 3D shape measurements where three sensors (two cameras and one projector) can all see, or the overlapping area of the 3D sensors, and thus the whole measurement areas are smaller than either structured light system.
Despite these shortcomings, the values of the proposed method are still substantial for highspeed and high-spatial resolution measurements without using expensive hardware components. This is because the proposed technique uses a phase-based method, and simultaneously alleviates the stringent requirements of the conventional phase-based methods.
Summary
This paper has presented a novel method for 3D absolute shape measurement without a traditional spatial or temporal phase unwrapping algorithm. We proposed to encode the quality map of the phase-shifted fringe patterns for rough disparity map determination by employing the ELAS algorithm, and the wrapped phase to refine the rough disparity map for high-quality 3D shape measurement. The proposed method also does not require any projector calibration, or high-quality phase map, and thus could potentially simplify the 3D shape measurement system development. Experimental results demonstrated the success of the proposed technique.
